Syntactic bootstrapping is the hypothesis that learners can use the preliminary syntactic structure of a sentence to identify and characterise the meanings of novel verbs. Previous work has shown that syntactic bootstrapping can begin using only a few seed nouns (Connor et al., 2010; Connor et al., 2012) . Here, we relax their key assumption: rather than training the model over the entire corpus at once (batch mode), we train the model incrementally, thus more realistically simulating a human learner. We also improve on the verb prediction method by incorporating the assumption that verb assignments are stable over time. We show that, given a high enough number of seed nouns (around 30), an incremental model achieves similar performance to the batch model. We also find that the number of seed nouns shown to be sufficient in the previous work is not sufficient under the more realistic incremental model. The results demonstrate that adopting more realistic assumptions about the early stages of language acquisition can provide new insights without undermining performance.
Introduction
An important aspect of how children acquire language is how they map lexical units and their combinations to underlying semantic representations (Gleitman, 1990) . Syntactic bootstrapping is an account of this aspect of language learning. It is the hypothesis that learners can use the syntactic structure of a sentence to characterise the meanings of novel verbs. However, the problem remains of how learners first identify verbs, and characterise the syntactic structure of sentences.
One mechanism for resolving this issue is Structure Mapping , which hypothesises that, assuming an innate one-to-one mapping between nouns and semantic arguments in an utterance, children are able to use this information to first identify verbs and their arguments, and then assign semantic roles to those arguments. In this paper we provide a computational model for this account of syntactic bootstrapping. We use a system called BabySRL (Connor et al., 2010; Connor et al., 2012 ) that assigns semantic roles to arguments in an utterance -a simplified version of the Semantic Role Labeling Task (SRL; (Palmer et al., 2011) ). Here, we focus on the preliminary task of identifying nouns and verbs from sentences in a corpus of child-directed speech (the Brown corpus (Brown, 1973) , a subset of the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000) ). Previous work (Connor et al., 2010) presented a model which could identifying noun and verb clusters with minimal supervision (a few seed nouns). However, this model had two substantial limitations: the first was training was done in a batch mode, where the entire dataset was made available to the learner before any predictions were made; the second was that while the noun prediction was aggregated (previously identified known clusters persisted throughout the run through the data), the verb prediction was not (previously identified verb clusters had no effect on future predictions).
The current work makes two main advances on the previous work. Firstly, it addresses the batch mode limitation, adopting a more cognitively plausible approach where all sentences are given to the learner incrementally, more accurately modelling ongoing learning from child-directed speech. Secondly, it adopts an aggregated approach to verb prediction, as described in section 2.2, which capitalises on the fundamental assump- Figure 1 : Illustration of the noun and verb prediction heuristics. The noun heuristic stage receives words assigned to HMM states and a list of seed nouns, and assigns the noun label to states that contain 4 or more seed nouns, assumed to be learned without syntactic help (right-hand side columns show the number of identified seeds and assignment). The verb heuristic receives a list of noun states per sentence and accumulates counts of co-occurring nouns for each of the non-noun states (right-hand side histograms). It assigns the verb label to the state with the highest probability of occurring with the number of nouns that appear in the sentence. tion that distributional clusters will behave in a grammatically consistent fashion ("once a verb, always a verb"). Figure 1 describes the heuristics for noun and verb prediction. Firstly, we model the distributionalbased word categorization with a hidden Markov model (HMM) using 80 states. We used a Variational Bayes HMM model (Beal, 2003) , trained off-line over a very large corpus of child-directed speech (2.1M tokens). We then use the method described in Connor et al. (2010) to identify which of these HMM states act as arguments (nouns) and predicates (verbs). As in the original work, we also give the HMM a number of function words as identified by their part-of-speech tags in order to be clustered into separate reserved states. This represents (but does not model explicitly) the assumption that infant learners can identify function words based on a variety of cues, including linguistic context, prosody, and frequency (Gerken and McIntosh, 1993; Christophe et al., 2008; Hochmann, 2013) . Note also, that the list of function words was given to the HMM during training and not during the tagging of the BabySRL corpus. This means that for this corpus, the HMM is using the same distributional statistics as for the content words to decide on the function-word state membership.
Noun and verb prediction

Identifying nouns
As in Connor et al. (2010) , we use a simple heuristic to identify noun HMM states. We assume a number of (up to 75) "seed" nouns (taken from Dale and Fenson (1996) -we chose the words that were produced by at least 50% of children under 21 months old). These words, assumed to be learned without syntactic knowledge, are recognised by the learner as verb arguments by virtue of structure-mappings one-to-one mapping assumption . Using that knowledge, the learner is able to identify which HMM states contain these nouns and label them as arguments. Any state that contains 4 or more seed nouns is labelled as a noun state. We also experimented with a dynamic noun threshold: rather than keeping it to a fixed number (4), we used a number of functions that would dynamically increase this threshold according to the number of seed nouns presented to the learner. Experiments that increased the threshold up to 30 with linear, exponential, or logarith-mic functions revealed no significant difference in results.
Identifying verbs
After running the noun heuristic, each remaining word (that does not belong to a function-word HMM state) is considered a candidate verb. For the purposes of this process, we assume that there is a single verb for each utterance. However, we use all the sentences available in the BabySRL corpus, a bare majority of which (51%) have only one verb predicate.
For the verb identification heuristic, we create a histogram of the number of times each non-noun content word (verb candidate) co-occurs with a specific number of noun arguments (shown in the top right of Figure 1 ). After this stage, as discussed in the Introduction, we diverge from the original model and adopt an aggregated prediction policy. The original model simply chose the "winner" of the histogram-based predictions: the candidate i with state s i that maximized the probability of the identified number of noun arguments. For this new model, instead of assigning the verb label directly to the winner, we aggregate the predictions for each sentence into two numbers: the number of times state s i was chosen as the the winner of the histogram-based predictions (#s i (pred)), and the overall number of times state s i appeared in the corpus (#s i (·)). From these two numbers we can calculate the probability of this state being a "stable" verb, p(s i (pred)) = (#s i (pred)/#s i (·)). For each sentence, we then pick the candidate whose state has the highest probability of being a stable verb. If multiple candidates have the same state and therefore the same probability, we choose the first. 1 One of the corollaries of this experiment is that for the verb heuristic to work, the true argument structure of a verb (number of core arguments) has to align with the number of predicted arguments (nouns). To verify this, we looked at the number of times a verb's core arguments agree with the number of gold-standard nouns. We found that this is true for 36.3% of the sentences with a single verb (30.6% overall). This seemingly low score reflects the fact that not all arguments are single nouns: some contain no nouns, (as in the adjec-tive argument of "looks nice"), and some contain multiple nouns, mostly in the form of conjunctions ("the boy and the girl"). 2 The implication here is that if the verb heuristic was only using the count histograms as a source of information, its performance would have been mediocre. However, by excluding noun and function words states as potential arguments, the verb heuristic is able to achieve a pretty robust precision as we will see in section 4.
Incremental prediction
During language acquisition, children are exposed to learning data incrementally, meaning they are not exposed to all the data before having to generate their own hypotheses. To model this incremental exposure, the following changes to the original model were made.
Rather than noun prediction preceding verb prediction, in the incremental model both processes happen concurrently. When the model is exposed to the first sentence, it will identify no noun states because none of them exceed the threshold of 4 seed nouns. However, if a seed noun occurs, its appearance will be counted towards the sum of its state.
For example, in a case where the first four utterances in the corpus are as follows (HMM states are indicated by numbers following their corresponding word, function-word states are in grey and seed nouns are in bold):
(1) a. papa/57 wants/58 an/6 apple/39 b. get/43 the/27 red/79 bicycle/39 c. come/75 and/21 move/43 horsie/39 d. i/50 forgot/63 a/6 spoon/39 e. you/50 're/25 eating/73 the/6 broom/39
When the model reaches utterance (1-a), it recognises the seed noun 'apple', and so increments the counter for state 39. The only information available to the verb prediction module at this point is that 'apple', as a seed noun, is a potential noun. Therefore, this sentence contains two possible verbs,'papa' and 'wants' ('a/an' has a known function-word state). Therefore, both states 57 and 58 are stored in the verb histograms as having one argument and since it appears first (see foot- note 1), 'papa' will be chosen as the verb. 3 The process repeats for utterances (1-b)-(1-d), each of which contains one seed noun in state 39. When the system reaches utterance (1-e), state 39 will have attained the threshold of 4 identified nouns. Utterance (1-e) therefore contains one noun identified via this noun heuristic, 'broom', and one known seed noun, 'you', leaving 'eating' as the only allowable verb candidate, and correctly predicting the argument histogram count (2) for its state (73). Using this toy example, we can see how it will not take long for both the noun and verb heuristics to reach the prediction level of the batch mode via an incremental process.
Note that while noun and verb prediction is truly incremental, the preliminary HMM learning and state assignments happen in batch mode. This as-sumption could be relaxed in future, since there already exist incremental models of word category assignment (Parisien et al., 2008; Fountain and Lapata, 2011) . Here, as with the original work, we chose not to focus on this earlier stage of language acquisition, and instead assume that learning distributional facts about words proceeds largely independently for some time, until a few nouns are known -at which point syntax guides interpretation of the distributional classes. However, we know that category learning itself is influenced by syntactic properties (Christodoulopoulos et al., 2012) . As such, in future work we plan to integrate the syntactic category learning with the verb and noun prediction stage to improve the accuracy of both.
Results and Discussion
We now present the results of the two main advances over the previous work of Connor et al. (2010) : the incremental version of the verb and noun heuristics, and the aggregated predictions for the verb heuristic. Figure 2 shows the results from the two tasks of noun and verb prediction averaged over three chil-dren, as well as the results of the original batch version from Connor et al. (2010) . It is worth noting that the three children in the Brown corpus had different numbers of sentences that came from different age ranges. As such, the average trajectories mask substantial individual differences. There are two main findings: 1) the incremental scores for each number of seed nouns slowly converge to those of the batch mode; 2) similar to the original study, there is a plateau for both noun and verb prediction scores around 30 seed nouns.
For the noun prediction, we can see that the number of seed nouns it takes to reach comparable performance is slightly higher than in the batch mode model. For instance, with 15 seed nouns, the incremental prediction achieves a score of 47.1%, whereas the batch mode achieves a score of 73.6%. This is important, because it shows that the number of seed nouns the batch mode suggested was sufficient is not sufficient under a more realistic incremental model. Interestingly, this difference is not as pronounced for the verb prediction scores. The reason for this is that by aggregating over the histogram-based predictions, we can recover from more noise coming from the noun assignment. We also replicated the original (non-aggregated) verb heuristic from Connor et al. (2010) . The results follow similar trends, although the absolute numbers are lower. This is verified our intuition that the grammatical 'meaning' of HMM states is indeed stable.
This work also raises a more general point about computational models of language learning. Real human learners not only have limited resources such as memory and processing power, but also are exposed to training instances incrementally and only once. Related work in the field of computer vision tries to mimic these learning conditions ("one-shot learning", Fei-Fei et al. (2006) ), but this approach has not yet attracted much attention in the field of computational modeling of language acquisition. 4 We present these results as a preliminary step in this direction, showing that we can still attain good performance even while acknowledging these limitations, and that this can give us more insights into what exactly human learners require to support acquisition.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an incremental version of the syntactic bootstrapping model of Connor et al. (2010) , with the additional innovation of aggregating over verb predictions -the latter representing the fundamental assumption that the tagging of HMM states with grammatical category "meaning" is stable ("once a verb, always a verb"). We showed that given a high enough number of seed nouns, an incremental model can achieve similar performance within around 2000 sentences for noun predictions and 3000 sentences for verb predictions. Importantly, the results also show that the number of seed nouns shown to be sufficient in the previous work is not sufficient under a more realistic model where the learner encounters data incrementally. More broadly, we demonstrate that adopting more realistic assumptions about the early stages of language acquisition can tell us more about what learners require to bootstrap the acquisition of syntactic categories while maintaining high performance.
